Assigning environmental variables to observed biological changes.
A method for assigning environmental variables to observed biological changes in benthic communities is proposed. The approach requires biological and environmental sampling at the same sites. Additionally, a biological gradient or trend such as a change in observed species or a significant change in their relative abundances is necessary in order to connect the biological observations to the environmental measurements. Whether there is a statistical significant correspondence between the environmental measurements and the biological changes is tested after quantifying the biological changes by using the community disturbance index (CDI). Finally, the environmental variables that are most strongly associated with the biological changes are identified, and it is proposed that these are strong candidates as the pollutants responsible for the biological changes observed. However, this cannot be confirmed using the monitored data only. The approach is tested on data collected in monitoring surveys at the Ekofisk oil field in the North Sea. The results indicate the method is feasible for assigning environmental variables to observed biological changes.